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NOMENCLATURE

a radius of specimen

A cross-sectional surface

A1, coefficients of mathematical solution

b flow resistivity

B resistivity coefficient

c1(t), c2(t)and c3(t) coefficients of mathematical solution

E Young’s module of solid matrix

h height of specimen

H A aggregate modulus of solid matrix

Besselfunction of the first kind of order m

ki constants

k diffusive resistance coefficient

L length of the sample

Iilf , m~ mass of fluid phase and solid phase

ni ~ total mass

p pore pressure

(p2-pi) constant variation of pressure

t,t0 time

(r,z) radial and axial coordinates

Ur,uz displacement components in radial and axial directions

Vf,Vs pore volume and solid phase volume

Wr, w~, filtration displacements in radial and axial directions
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Qm massflow per second

solid and fluid dilatations

infinitesimal strain tensors of solid and fluid

I identity tensor

porosity of the material

K permeability of the porous sample

A Lamé constants of solid matrix

fluid viscosity

P,Pf density of the fluid

density of the solid phase

a partial stress tensors per unit bulk material area for the solid

a I partial stress tensors per unit bulk material area for the fluid

average axial total stress

v Poisson’s ratio of solid matrix

s, ~ displacement vectors of solid and fluid components

V gradient operator
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INTRODUCTION

The mechanics of porous continua are relevant to disciplines as varied as civil engineering,

physical or biomechanics. In the Laboratoire Mechanique Physique of the Université Paris Xll-Val

de Marne much research has been done on porous media for instance modeling and predicting how

porous media deform, when subjected to various external actions and physical phenomena. Perhaps

with this information the properties of skin and other biological tissues can be imitated on gels.

The classical theory of elasticity deals with mechanical properties of elastic solids, for

which, in accordance with Hooke’s law, stress is always directly proportional to strain in small

deformations but independent of the strain rate. The classical theory of hydrodynamics deals

with properties of viscous fluids for which, in accordance with Newton’s law, the stress is

always directly proportional to strain rate but independent of the strain itself.

Both these theories are idealizations for infinitesimal strain and strain rate but are much more

complicated for larger and faster deformations. Even if both strain and strainrate are

infinitesimal, the material may exhibit behavior which combines fluidlike and solidlike

characteristics. These materials are called viscoelastic. When these materials consist of two

phases, a solid skeleton with pores saturated in a fluid, one considers this material poroelastic.

There are many poroelastic and viscoelastic soft tissues of importance for

biomechanical research and a lot has been written about them. This report is based on the

paper of Yang and Taber (1) who investigated the contribution of extracellular fluid flow to

the apparent viscoelastic behavior of passive cardiac muscle.

The mathematical descriptions of mechanical behavior generally treat the tissue as a

viscoelastic solid without regard for the underlying physical mechanisms. Because there are so

many models, the writers have set some main features which the realistic models for muscle

must account for:

(1) the increase in stiffness with strain level

(2) the relative insensitivity of stress and hysteresis loops to strainrate
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(3) the relative insensitivity of stress relaxation to strain magnitude.

With a Continuous relaxation-time spectrum, quasilinear viscoelasticity can account for all

three and therefore is extremely useful in describing the time-dependent response of many soft

tissues. But the theory is not very enlightening for the physical basis of the observed behavior.

A while ago it was suggested that extra-cellular fluid flow dominates at least for the longterm

response, the viscoelastic properties of the porous tissue and now the dominant role of

poroelasticity is generally accepted.

Based on Biot’s linear consolidation theory and the nonlinear theories of Biot and

Kenyon for incompressible porous media, closed form linear and non-linear solutions are

presented in the article for unconfined extension of a poroelastic cylinder. Comparisons of

theoretical and published experimental results show that poroelasticity can account for several

phenomena measured, like relative insensitivity of stress-strain curves to loading rate and of

stress relaxation curves to strain magnitude. However poroelasticity can not account for all

phenomena, for instance compared with experimental hysteresis loops, the theoretical ones are

to small. Thus, both poroelastic and viscoelastic effects will be considered in this

biomechanical study.

In this study, executed at the Laboratoire Mechanique Physique of the Université Paris

XII-Val de Marne, some compression tests were performed and compared with a theoretical

model for poroelastic materials. The uniaxial compression tests were unconfined, with different

loading speeds.

Some terms, like porosity and permeability, are often used in mechanical theories and

some especially in poroelastic theories. That is the reason why, these terms will be explained in

this report in Part II. The experimental set-up and the material used for the experiments will

also be explained in Part II.

Before this, the theoretical model based on Biot’s linear consolidation theory for

incompressible porous media will be explained, and closed form linear solutions are presented

for unconfined compression of a poroelastic cylinder in Part I.



Some mathematical functions used in the model are given in Appendix A. All

calculations needed to solve the model are written, step by step, in Appendix B. All graphs

from the eqxriments will be shown in Appendix C. All results from the mathernetical model,

made in Mathematica, are given in Appendix D.
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PART I

Linear Poroelastic Modelling

This work is based on the article of Yang and Taber (1) which describes the contribution of

extracellular fluid flow to the apparent viscoelastic behavior of passive cardiac muscle.

Problem statement

The report considers unconfined uniaxial loading of a porous cylindrical tissue sample of initial

radius a and length 2h, see Figure 1.1. The specimen is assumed to be saturated with and

immersed in a physiological solution so that fluid can enter and leave the pores at will.

However, the ends of the cylinder are assumed to be sealed, preventing axial fluid flow, and

end effects are ignored. If the pressure in the bath is neglected, the boundary conditions for

axisymmetric deformation are, (for t>O)

r=a —h<z<h TrPO

z=±h O<r<a u,=—s(t)

and — = 0 (l.la)
az

where ur and u~ are the displacement components in radial and axial directions, respectively, Tr

is the stress in radial direction and s(t) is

tu0
s(t) = for 0 ≤ t ≤ to, and

s(t)= =u0fort0≤t≤t1,
to
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which considers uniaxial loading and stress-relaxation.

In this work all stress-relaxation results are based on t1 —~ , and ~p/~z =0 corresponds

with ü = u u u ~. Being the displacement components in axial directions of solid and fluid

components, respectively. The initial conditions are at t=0 w1. = w~ = 0, Wr and w~ being

the filtration displacements in radial and axial direction, respectively.

Because of symmetry, another condition is at r=0, = 0.

Figure 1.1. Test sample in initial configuration

For the linear mathematical model an incompressible, isotropic, poroelastic solid of porosity 4,

that is saturated by an incompressible viscous fluid, is considered. In this theory the following

material constants will be used; the Lamé constants ~ and A for the solid skeleton and the

flow resistivity b and the fluid viscosity J1.. The total stress tensor can be divided in partial

stresses of fluid and solid

t=cy+oI (1.1)

with a and a I being the partial stress tensors per unit bulk material area for the solid and

the fluid, respectively. (I is the identity tensor). For small deformation with body and inertial

forces ignored, the equations of Biots incompressible consolidation theory (2) are the three

constitutive equations,

a = 2~ES + Xa~I — (1— ~)pI (1.2)

0 = —~p (1.3)
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T=2J1ss+?~asI_pI (1.4)

the two strain-displacement equations,

Es = + (V~)~] (1.5)

~ =~{vi~ +(VU1)1’] (1.6)

the equilibrium equation,

V.1= 0 (1.7)

and Darcys law.

Va = b(i~ ~S) (1.8)

In these equations, i~ and 0 are the displacement vectors of the solid and fluid components,

respectively, E’~ and E~ are the solid and fluid strain tensors, and the pore pressure p

represents a hydrostatic pressure similar to that of elasticity theory for incompressible solids.

Furthermore the solid and fluid dilatations, respectively,

E5=V~andE’=Vl)’ (1.9)

must satisfy the incompressibility condition

(l—~)a5+~a~ =0 (1.10)

All the above equations (1.1)-(l.9) can be reduced to

~tV2i~ +(~+~t)V~5 — Vp = 0 (1.11)
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(X+2~L)V2as = B~ (1.12)

with the displacements as basic variables and B being the resistivity coefficient,

B=~Uf/K=b/~2 (1.13)

From the equations, (1.9), (1.11) and (1.12) we can find a solution, for deformation symmetric

about the z-axis, thus ~‘U~’ = urer + u,e1 .These equations can be written as follows (1.14)

aria 1 a2u. a2u ap
(?~+2J1)~I~~(rur) j+(X+~Lt) +J~t 2 =ar L r ar araz az or

a-u. a ri a 1 1 a au.~ ap
(2~+2j.i) 2 +(2.+j1)~~I=~(rur) j+~i——~ r—~-~-I =~az oz [r dr r ar ~ or )

ria a~ a2iia du. a ia au.
(X~+~-~j[--~-(rur) +~~~L] = B~-[-~-(rur) +~~~L]

with solutions for u r’ u ~,, and p being

Ur c1 (t)r — ~ A1 (t)J1 (w1~r) (115
11=1

u~. =c,(t)z

and

p = c3 (t) — (~ + 2~)~ A1 (t)w1J() (co1r) (1.16)
111

Where J1~ is the Besselfunction of the first kind of order m, and c1 (t), c,(t), c3(t) and co~ are

to be determined by the boundary conditions.

With equations (1.4), (1.15) and (1.16), the boundary conditions (l.la) give
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Xs(t)
c1(t) = —

2h(?~+1.1)
s( t)

c2(t) =
h

HA
k1 —

21.1

(1.17)

c3(t) =~
fl= 1

and

J1(o11a) + k1w11aJ0(o~a) = 0 (1.18)

Which is the characteristic equation for o~ with

with H,~ as the aggregate modulus, H~ = X + 21.1

This gives us the solution for

A1~ (t) = ~ [a1 ~ + a2 (~) I 2~ (1.19)

The numerical solution for this equation is given by Mathematica

A~(t) =~e~t 2ht11 ~~~{e~to _i} (B.19)

~
2

N ~ kT(k+3)
with —

D

rJ~ (w1r)dr

3
~2 ~ 2k(awe)
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Now we have all the equations which can provide the solution to the uniaxial loading

problem. It is possible to calculate the stress, displacements and pore pressure. Also

with these equations we can calculate the relaxation function and compare the results

with experimental data.

The stress in axial direction,-r7, can be calculated with equation (1.4), (B.l) and (1.15-

17) and has the solution

(32~ +2~i) s(t) r ~ 1
(2. + ) i—j-- — (2. + 2I.i)~[~A, (t)w,J0(w,a) j. +

~ (1.20)
fl~ I

with only the first seven co~ s included. This solution together with the equation for A~ (t),

equation (B.l9), can be used to compute the average axial total stress, ~ A~ITidA, with

A being the cross-sectional area of the cylindrical sample. The equation for ~ is,

- (32~+2~t) s(t) 1 1
(2. + ) ji—~—— (X + 2~L).j~A~(t)o11Jo(w1~a) j~ +

+~~A~(t)J1(co,a) (1.21)
a ~

Where J,~ is the Besselfunction of the first kind of order m, and this equation

is only dependent on time.

For an infinite strain rate this gives t0 = 3~is7~, with ~ -v-, because for

t —÷ 0 and t0 —~ 0 , A, (t) —~ 0. This relation expresses the fact that, before the fluid begins to

flow, the bulk material acts as an incompressible solid (Poisson’s ratio v=0.5), with an elastic

modulus E = 3~i.
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Part II

Experiments

2.1 Porosity

The porosity of the material, indicated with ~, is defined as the pore volume divided by the

total bulk volume, hence ~=1 if the sample consists only of fluid, and ~=0 if it contains only

solid. Introducing the pore volume Vr and the solid volume V~ the relation between the two is

Vs+Vf=V.

It is easily verified that

Vf= 4V
(2.1)

= (1— ~)V

The mass balance for each phase, liquid and solid, can now be written as

m1 m~+m~ =p~V~+p~V1 =4p~+(l—~)pf (2.2)

With total mass m and mass and density of the fluid and the solid phase in ~ , p f and in5 ‘Ps’

respectively, this gives the incompressibility condition (1.10).

One can measure the porosity directly from the tissue parameters by measuring the dimensions

and mass of the dry specimen and measuring the mass of the same specimen after total

saturation in water. The difference in mass corresponds to the volume of the water in the tissue

(is the pore volume) multiplied by its density and ~ is now the ratio of the calculated pore

volume and the measured volume of the tissue. In this report we consider a homogeneous

material, therefore we have a constant ~
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2.2 Permeability

When a fluid flows through a porous medium, one can measure the permeability of that

medium. Darcy did these measurements on a sample by putting a constant pressure gradient on

the sample and measuring the massfiow through the sample. The massflow appears to be

dependent on the pressure gradient and the surface of the sample, perpendicular to the fluid

flow, and is also dependent on the fluid viscosity ~1 f.

______ A

4 -

Figure 2.2.1 Darcy’s law

This relation is known as Darcys law and can be written as follows

K (P2—PI)
QmP’~- (2.3)

L

With Qm being the massfiow per second, p the density of the fluid, A the surface, L the length

of the sample and (P2 -p1) the constant variation of pressure. K is the permeability of the

porous sample, which determines to a great extent the behavior of the material during

mechanical loading and plays an important role in their load bearing capacity.

The permeability appears to be dependent on the size and structure of the pores, when the

tissue is being compressed the permeability will decrease. On soft tissues only the viscous

friction of the fluid causes already a compression on the porous medium and therefore a

decrease in permeability. In the mathematical model the permeability is nevertheless taken as a

constant, because the material is considered incompressible and isotropic. In this model the

Darcy’s law is written as
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Va = b(~ ~S) (1.8)

With b being the flow resistivity

2.3 Experimental setup

Figure 2.3.1, Experimental set up

All the tests have been done on

machine is made for traction-,

ruptureforce less than 2OkN.

Different options make the machine useful for specific tests, for instance relaxation, creep,

cycles of loading. The system for measuring the deformation is connected to the data system

MP100WS and to a PC. This is a complete data acquisition system that includes both hardware

and software for acquisition and analysis of life-science data.

The software included with the system is called AcqKnowledge, and performs two general

functions;

(a) to control the data acquisition process, and

(b) to perform post-acquisition transformations (such as FFT’s and rnathfunctions)

2.4 Experiments

First the influence the Archimedes force has on the experiment was tested, and it was noticed

that this could be neglected. The same condition as in the report (1) were used; the fluid can

enter and leave the pores at will and axial fluid flow is prevented by sealing the ends of the

cylinder. The specimen is tested under uniaxial compression

a traction machine of type Adamel Lhomargy DY25. This

compression-, and flexiontests on all materials with a

15



2.5 Material

All the tests have been done on a cylindrical sample with initial radius a~z50[mmj and the

original height h=15[mm].

The values of all the material constants are taken from the thesis of Le Gallo (6), because in

that thesis the same foam was used as in the experiments in this report.These constants are

,rN
Fluid viscosity ~ = l,02 10j

Lm
permeability K = l0’ [~~2]

11. rkgB resistivity coefficient B = = 102~ 106 _~

K Lm~s

TN
Lamé constants = —8584,34~ ~

Lm
EN1

= 21590 ,9l~ ~
Lm I

because B = 28500[4] and v = —0,33 [—1 this means dimensionless.

Therefore the values of the aggregate modulus HA, the diffusive resistance coefficient k, and

the constant k1 become

HA = = 34597~48[_~]

~4Em21
k= =3,39•10 ljand

B [sJ

-H
1 = = , [—1 , respectively.

After uniaxial loading with constant loading rate until t=to the deformation on to is uo=10[mm],

and stays the same during the relaxation. The time on with the compression stops is to=0,01[s].

The stress-relaxation-curves from the experiments give a Force[daN ]-time[s] graph. There

s(t)
are four graphs for different loading rates V, with V

uOto
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V (mis)

1 51O-~

2 51O~

3 1,6~ iO-3

4 2,5 iO~

With Excell the graphs corresponding to these loading rates, have been plotted and given in
Appendix C.

With the equations (1.15), (1.16), (B.22) and (B.26) ~, U~ and p can be calculated in

Mathematica and plotted for different times t. Different values of 1’s and v’s can show us the

influence of both parameters. The results of this are shown in Appendix D.

2.6 Results of the mathematical model.

The model made in Mathematica gave the following results for increasing time. Figure D. 1 gives us

the results of the radial displacement ur and the pore pressure p as function of the radial position in

the sample, with a permeability K=1O~ ~[m2j and a Poisson’s ratio v=O.33. On t=O [sj, when the

compression starts, the material seems to be incompressible, because the water can not all flow out

of the sample instantaneous. The following times are drawn in the figure, t=O[sJ, t=O.O1[sJ=to

t=O.O5[s], t=O.1[sj, t=l[sj, t=3[sj, t=1O[sl,t=20 [sJ et cetera, respectively. When time O<t<t0 the

compression force increases, therefore the water is pushed out of the sample and a unstable

situation occurs. When t passes t~ the force is kept constant so the water can find a stable condition

and the pore pressure becomes constant through the whole sample, after t=1 [s]. As usual in

relaxation the pressure decreases with increasing time. The radial displacement decreases after t=to

but stays positive because of the constant axial displacement, which is imposed by the compression

force.

In Figure D.2 one can see the results of ur and p with a different value for the parameter

i~=1O’3[m2]. In this Figure we see that with a smaller permeability it takes more time to fmd the

stable condition, after t=100[s] stability sets in. A reason for this can be that it is more difficult for

the water to go in and out of the sample, therefore it needs more time to find the stable situation.

Therefore ur also decreases less than in the previous figure.
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In Figure D.3 the same variables are plotted for K=i0~ [m2] now stability does not occur before

t=900[s], the pores are probably to small. All curves are concentrated in one, just like in Figure

D.2.b.

In Figure D.4 and D.5 kappa is kept at 10~’ [m2jbut now v has the values 0 and -0.33, respectively.

v Influences the Lamé constants and therefore the average pore pressure and displacement. In

Figure D.4 the average pore pressure p has increased a little. For possitive v, the elasticity of the

material helps to push the water out of the sample. Because for zero or negative values of v the

elasticity is zero, a higher pressure is needed to push away the water. The displacement has

decreased a lot. Figure D.5 shows an even larger change in averages. Here the negative value of UriS

expected due to negative v. The time to stabilise for both vs and i~l0~ 1[m2j is t=l[s].

In Figures D.6, D.7 and D.8 show the dimensionless average axial total stress ~ / HA, as a

function of the dimensionless time T=kt/a2, for the three different v’s used in the previous

graphs. These figures show a decrease of stress in the first seconds after t0, for negative v’s the

decrease becomes larger. This is the same conclusion as in LeGallo(6).

2.7 Conclusions

* The time to stabilise is dependant on K. For smaller x~ more time is needed.

* v Influences the average values of Ur and p but also the dimensionless average axial total

stress ~ / H~
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RECOMMENDATIONS

It was not possible to complete all the research work necessary to determine the influence of

all the required parameters on stress and displacement. Future research will be necessary to

determine all influences.
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Appendix A

Mathematical functions

A. 1 Besselfunctions

In the mathematical results of the theory of B jot, the Besselfunction of the first kind is used.

ciu lciu lc,u
~cT + —-~— + —~- -:ç—~- = —~U
dr rcir rciO

After separation of variables with u = A(O)B(r) and A(O) = e~’~°, this equation leads to

r2B”+rB’+Xr2B = p2B

where p is a constant, which indicates the order of the Besselfunction. This is one form of the

Besselequation and the Besselfunction J~(x) is a mathematical solution for the Bessel equation

The Besselfunction of the first kind is defined by

F(p+1) (l)k(x/2)2k+P
J~(x)= 2~ k!F(k+p+1)

Calculations with these functions have many advantages, because there are some relations

between the functions of different order, for instance

J’0 (x) = —J1(x) and

d (~~r~i(co~r)) = o1rJ0(co~r),which gives us
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4~-J1(co~r) = o~rJ0(o~r)— -~-J1(o~r),

To be able to calculate the results of the mathematical model one can use these relations

between the functions, and itts orthogonality property

IxJo(Xix)Jo(~jx)~=O if

A.2 Gamma function.

The values of many integrals and especially the Laplace transform, can be written in terms of

the Gamma function F(z). For z=x+iy and x=Re(z)>O, the gammafunction can be written as

the integral

F(z) = e_tt~ldt.

This integral converges at infmity for all z. Some principal properties of this function are useful

in calculations and are given here

F(z+l) = zF(z),

F(z+l)=z!and

F(l/2)=~.
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Appendix B

Calculation of Biot model

For deformation symmetric about the z-axis,

S
1) ~)Urer+Uzez.

From the equations (2)-(9) we find the equations

(1.11)

(~±2II)V2e~ = BêS (1.12)

with

S = v ~ = + + and
~r r ~z

E + ~t~Jerer +~ (B.1)

2 ~ a2z~=V =—~-+——+ =IrI+~. (B.2)
ar rar rar’~ ar) az

Substitution of these equations in (1.11) and (1.12), gives us easily equations (1.14),
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aria 1 a2u a2u ap
(2~+2II)—L—-—(ru) f+(A.+~i) Z ~ 2

ar[rar araz az ar
a2u aria 1 ia(au~ ap

(A~+2!I) 2 +(?+~t)-~—I—-~-(ru)J+ii—~c—j r—~-~-I ~
ciz oz r cir j r or ~ or) oz

Eia( a~ a2lia au a ia au
(2. +2II)[—~-t~r~--J +~_-j[_~_(rur) +-~-~-] = B~_[_~-(rur)~

which has to be solved for u r’ u ~ and p (equations (1.15) and (1.16)).

Ur = c1(t)r — ~A~(t)J1(~~r)

u~ =c2(t)z

p = c3 (t) — (~ + 2~)~ A~ (t)~~J0 (~~r)

Substituting them in the third of equations (1.14) gives us, step by step, using the relations of

the Besselfunction of the first order described in Appendix A.

rur = c1(t)r2 —r~A~(t)J1(co11r) (B.3)

~~(rur) = 2c1(t)r — ~ A~ (t)J1(o~r)— r~ A~ (t)[o)nJo(ci)nr)_ -~J1(co~r (B.4)

2c1(t) — ~A~(t)co~J0(ct)~r) (B.5)

r~2c1 (t) — ~ A~~ = r~ A,~ (t)~Jj(c~~r) (B.6)

-~r~A~ (t)co~J1 (w~r)~J =~ (t)o~J0 (co~r) (B.7)
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and

~~2c1(t) + EA~ (t)co~J0(co~r) + c2(t)J = 2ô1 (t) + ~ A~ (t)co~J0 (co~r) + é,(t) (B.8)

Thus,

(~ +~ B~2ô1 (t) + EA~(t)~~Jo(co~r) + ô, (t)~ (B.9)

which is the same as

+~ = 2ô1(t) ~,(t) (B.1O)

this equation has to be solved with

k= HA/B HA1/jIf

and HA =2~+2ii

Multiplying it by r and integrating the result from 0 to r gives us

~{A~(t) + kx~A~(t)jJ1(cü11r) = r[à1(t) + ô,(t) /2] (B.11)

which has the solution

fa2

A~ (t) = 0 e~’t ~ e~0)~ [a’ (-c) + o., (T) / 2Jc1-c (1.19)
I rJ2(o r)dr

Jo
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Equations (1.4), (1.15) and (1.16) and the boundary conditions (1.la) give us the following

solutions for c1(t) , c,(t) and c3(t),

?~s(t)

c2(t)=~~- (1.17)

c3(t) =~

and a characteristic equation for o

J1(D~a) + k1co~aJ0(o~a) = 0 (1.18)

With Mathematica, equation (1.18) was solved for fifteen x~ ‘s. In figure 1 the curves of

equation (1.18) are y=J1(w~a) and y=—k1o~aJ0(co~a), the points they have in common are

the roots of the equation and give us the o11 ‘5.

4

2

—2

—4

Figure B.1

A=BesselJ[1,zj

B=BesselJ[0,zJ

kl=-0.801



FindRoot[A+kl*z*B0, { z,0 }j

{z->0.}

{z-> 1.62901}

{z -> 5.28294}

{z -> 8.50676)

{z-> 11.6846}

{z -> 14.8468}

{z -> 18.0017)

{z -> 21.1526}

{z -> 24.3011}

{z -> 27.448)

{z ->30.5938)

{z -> 33.7388}

{z -> 36.8832}

{z -> 40.0272}

{z -> 43.1709}

After transforming these roots to Co ~ ‘s, with z = o ~ a and a being the diameter of the sample,

(a=50 mm), these on’s, can be used to calculate A~(t). For this reason we first calculate the

first part of equation (1.19),

~r2J1 (w~r)dr

frJ~ (co~r)dr

with Mathematica, solving both numerator (N) and denominator (D) separately we get;

N=Integrate[z/\2*BesselJ[l,z],{z,0,a}]

a Sqrt[aA2 I BesselJ[2, Sqrt”2[a]] (B.l2)
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D=Integrate[z*Bessell[1,z}A2,{z,O,a}j =

(a”4/1 6) HypergeometricPFQ[{ 3/2), { 3,3) ,-a”2] (B.13)

The function HypergeometricPFQ is a function with p parameters in its numerator and q in its

denominator, written as follows

(a)k Z
1F2 ~ (b)k(b)k ~ (B.14)

F(a+n)
with (a)k bemg a PochHammerfunction like (a)~ = F(a) and F(z) being the gamma

function. This function is explained in Appendix A about mathematical functions

With these equations I have simplified the denominator (B. 13) and numerator (B. 12) as

follows

z4 (~)k z2k
D 16~(3)k(3)k~’~

p2(3) (~)k z2k (B.15)

2 k+4

(~l)~

N=P(3)~ k~F(~3) (B.16)

with z = ao ~ substituted in theses equations, the total of the first part of equation (1.19)

becomes
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k aw~ 2k(-1) (—i-)

N ~ k!F(k÷3)

D 12 ~ F(k+—) (1)k

2 ~ ‘~2k

~p2(k+3) k!

The last part of equation (1.19),

~e~[o1(T) +o,(T)/2Jd-t (B.18)

can be written as a function of t, because s(t) is given in the problem statement as

tu0 u~
s(t)=—, for t < t0 and s(t)= u0, for t < to. Thus, s(t) will be — for t<t0 and zero

0 t0

after this time. Therefore,

— Au0
ô1 (t) = 2ht0 (A + ~)

ô2(t) =~- for t<t0, and equation (B.18) becomes

u0 ( p. ~iI ko~to1

2ht0~A+p.)ko~ te

The total A~ (t) will be calculated in the following form

A~(t)~ 2ht0 ~ J~{e~to —i} (B.19)
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After calculating this for fifteen n’s it seems that after seven o~s, the value of A~ (t) is very

small and therefore no longer important for the calculations. From now on we will use only the

first seven o~’s.

With equation (1.4), (B.1) and (1.15-17), we can now compute the radial displacement ur, the

pore pressure p and the average axial total stress ~

S h h(X+~t) —~A~(t)co~J0Qo11r) (B.20)

S h(~+~) —~A(t)coJ0(o~r)~ee +~e~e~ (B.21)

= (x +2~){~A (t)wJ0(~a) —~ (t)onJo(onr)} (B.22)

and

= 2~t~ + ,~ S1 — ~1 (B.23)

follows

2~+?~[-~~ h~~) ~ —j~, (B.24)

this is the same as
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(32~. +2p~) s(t) 1 ~ 1
= I.I—j;~—(A~+2I.O1~An(t)cOnJo(cOna)j~+

+ 2~{~An(t)U)nJo(Conr)} (B.25)

This solution together with the equation for A~(t), equation (B.19), can be used to compute

the average axial total stress, ~ = A~ ~ ~dA , with A being the cross-sectional area of the

cylindrical sample.

(3?~ +2j.t) s(t) 1 ‘ 1
= (?~+11) I—~——(A~+2II)j~An(t)Q)nJo(COna)j.+

7a 2it

~2j~j~ {~An(t)wnJo(conr)}rdrdO (B.26)

The last part of equation (B .26) can be calculated as follows,

211 a2it1~ 1 4iqi7 aI 1~A(t)o)J0(U)r)J.rdrdO =—~-~A~(t)fco~rJo(o1r)dr

With the relations between Besselfunctions given in Appendix A, the integral becomes

a 1 ad
fco~rJ0(co~r)dr = —j -~(o11rJ1(o~r))ir = aJ~(o~a)

and the final result for ~ will be,
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(32k + 2~t) s(t) ‘ ‘

= (~+~)~n=1

~ (B.27)

which is only dependent on time.
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Appendix C

With Excell the graphs corresponding to these loading rates, have been plotted.

kracht-tijd grafiek met v3[mm/min)

2

~15

0
It) It) It) C~J C’) ~ C’) t—
-~ c’.I ~ ~ 0) — 14) ~)

C’J — —

hidEs]

Figure C. 1 stress-relaxation test with loading rate v=3 [mm/mini

kracht-tijd grafiek met v3Omm/min

2

~15 ____________

05 __________________________
~

tijd[s]

Figure C.2 stress-relaxation test with loading rate v=30[mm/min]

kracht-tijd grafiek met v=100[mm/min)

~ ~,:
05

0~
C’) C’) C’J — — 0)- — N- — 0) CD C’)

— It) — C\I C’)

tijd[s]

Figure C.3 stress-relaxation test with loading rate v=100[mm/min]
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kracht-tijd grafiek met v=150 [mm/mm]

.~ 05{

o
C., O~ — 0)~ CD It) — — C\l ‘~ 0) CD 0) CD
~CD0)CD~~

— — — C%J C\J C%J C’) C’)

tijd[s]

Figure C.4 stress-relaxation test with loading rate v=150{mm/min]
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Figure D.1 i=10” [m2] and v=O.33[-], radial distribution of pore pressure p and radial
displacement U- at different times untill t=20 [s].
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Figure D.2 i~~iO~ [m2] and v=O.33[-j, radial distribution of pore pressure p and radial
displacement Ur at different times untill t=100 [s].
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Figure D.3 i=iO’~ [rn2J and v=O.33[-], radial distribution of pore pressure p and radial
displacement U,- at different times untill t~9OO [s].
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Figure D.4 K=~1 [m2] and v=O.O{-], radial distribution of pore pressure p and radial
displacement U- at different times untill t~2O [sj.
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Figure D.5 ic~=lO” [m2] and v=-O.33[-], radial distribution of pore pressure p and radial
displacement Ur at different times untill t=20 Es].
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Figure D.6 Dimensionless stress and time relaxation curve with i=10” {m2] and v=O.33.
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Figure D.7 Dimensionless stress and time relaxation curve with 1=1011 [m2] and v=O.O.
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Figure D.8 Dimensionless stress and time relaxation curve with ic~1O~ [m2] and v~ -0.33.
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